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Abstrat
The introdution of a hirally twisted mass term has been proposed as an attrative
approah to O(a) improvement of Quantum Chromodynamis with Wilson fermions on a
lattie. For numerial simulation projets it is important to know the phase struture of
the theory in the region of small quark masses. We study this question in the framework
of hiral perturbation theory. Generalizing the analysis of Sharpe and Singleton we nd
extensions of normal and Aoki phase senarios and a possible new phase with spontaneous
breakdown of hiral symmetry to a disrete Z2.
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1 Introdution
In numerial simulations of Quantum Chromodynamis on a lattie one of the most important
issues is to redue lattie artifats in order to improve the approah to the ontinuum limit.
Reently the lattie formulation of QCD with Wilson fermions and a hirally twisted quark
mass matrix [1, 2℄ has attrated muh interest in this respet. Frezzotti and Rossi [3, 4℄ have
advoated this approah as a way to remove lattie artifats to rst order in the lattie spaing a
by a suitable hoie of the hiral twist. Exploratory numerial studies [5℄ have shown favourable
algorithmi features of simulations of twisted mass lattie QCD.
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A prerequisite to any numerial simulation projet is the knowledge of the phase struture
of the model under onsideration. Where are lines or points of phase transitions of rst or
higher order and how do physial quantities like partile masses behave near them? It is the
purpose of this note to disuss the phase struture of twisted mass lattie QCD on the basis
of hiral perturbation theory. Similar onsiderations have been made independently by Sharpe
and Wu [6, 7℄.
We onsider lattie QCD with Nf = 2 quark avours and degenerate quark masses m. Let
mc be the ritial value of m, where the quark ondensate has a disontinuity, and
m˜ = m−mc (1)
be the subtrated quark mass. The hirally twisted mass term an be introdued in the soalled
twisted basis in the form q¯(mc +M(ω))q with
M(ω) = mqe
iωγ5τ3 = m˜+ iµγ5τ3 , (2)
where
m˜ = mq cos(ω), µ = mq sin(ω) , (3)
and τa denote Pauli matries.
The low-energy regime of QCD is desribed by hiral perturbation theory [8, 9, 10℄ in terms
of the dynamis of the pseudo-Goldstone bosons of broken hiral symmetry, whih are the pions
in our ase. The pion elds πb(x) enter the SU(2)-valued matries
U(x) = exp
(
i
F0
πb(x)τb
)
, (4)
whih are the fundamental variables of hiral perturbation theory. The above representation in
terms of pion elds refers to the vauum U = 1 and is modied aordingly if the vauum is
at a dierent point. In leading order the hiral eetive Lagrangian inluding lattie eets up
to O(a) is [11, 12℄
L2 = F
2
0
4
Tr
(
∂µU
†∂µU
)
− F
2
0
4
Tr
(
χU † + Uχ†
)
− F
2
0
4
Tr
(
ρU † + Uρ†
)
, (5)
where
χ = 2B0(m˜1− iµτ3), (6)
appears in the hiral symmetry breaking mass term, and
ρ = 2W0a1 (7)
parameterizes the lattie artifats. The eetive Lagrangian in next to leading order inluding
lattie artifats up to order a2 has been alulated by Bär, Rupak and Shoresh [13℄. The
introdution of a twisted mass term in hiral perturbation and its appliation to the alulation
of pion masses and deay onstants have been made in [12, 14℄.
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The disussion of the phase diagram of lattie QCD in the framework of hiral perturbation
theory has been pioneered by Sharpe and Singleton [15℄. It is based on the potential ontained
in the hiral Lagrangian. Let
U = u01+ i uaτa, a = 1, 2, 3, (8)
so that
u ≡ (u0, u1, u2, u3) (9)
is a unit 4-vetor: u · u = 1. The physial signiane of the variable u0 is given through its
relation to the hiral ondensate
〈q¯q〉 = −2F 2
0
B0〈u0〉 (10)
in leading order. The potential in next to leading order for the ase of vanishing twist is of the
form
V = −c1 u0 + c2 u20 , (11)
where
c1 = 2F
2
0
(B0mq +W0a) . (12)
Sharpe and Singleton disuss the region of quark masses, where they are small of order a2, in
whih ase both oeients c1 and c2 are to be onsidered of order a
2
.
In order to study the phase diagram in the mq−µ plane the eet of the twisted mass term
has to be inorporated. Its addition to the QCD Lagrangian amounts to extend the potential
to
V = −c1 u0 + c2 u20 + c3 u3 , (13)
where
c3 = 2F
2
0
B0 µ. (14)
As for the quark mass, the twist mass µ is also ounted as being of order a2, so that higher
powers of µ are negleted for the moment.
Depending on the sign of c2 there are now two possible senarios for the phase struture,
whih will be disussed in the following.
2 Aoki senario
We start by onsidering the ase c2 > 0, where an Aoki phase [16℄ appears. Let us rst briey
reall the analysis of Sharpe and Singleton [15℄ for µ = 0. If
|ǫ| > 1, where ǫ ≡ c1
2|c2| , (15)
the potential has its minimum outside the allowed region |u0| ≤ 1 and onsequently the vauum
is at u0 = 1, U = 1 or at u0 = −1, U = −1, depending on the sign of c1. The pion mass is
3
given by
m2pi =
1
F 20
(|c1| − 2c2). (16)
Chiral symmetry SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R is broken expliitly to avour SU(2)V .
On the other hand, for small quark masses, namely in the range
|ǫ| < 1, (17)
there is a small region of Aoki phase. The potential has its minimum at u0 = ǫ and the remaining
omponents of u develop a vauum expetation value assoiated with spontaneous avour and
parity breaking, whih an be hosen to be direted along the third axis: u3 = ±
√
1− ǫ2. The
nonvanishing u3 orresponds to
〈χ¯γ5τ3χ〉 6= 0. (18)
The remaining avour symmetry is U(1) and π1 and π2 are the massless Goldstone bosons. The
neutral pion is massive with a mass
m2pi3 =
2c2
F 20
(1− ǫ2). (19)
Varying c1 inside the Aoki phase from ǫ = 1 to ǫ = −1, the hiral ondensate hanges ontinu-
ously from negative to positive values.
The boundary of the Aoki phase is at |ǫ| = 1, where there is a seond order phase transition
and all pions are massless. The width of the phase is proportional to a3.
Now let us swith on the twist mass to a nonvanishing value, whih we may hoose to be
positive: µ > 0. This leads to a shift of the minimum of the potential in the third diretion. As
a onsequene, for all quark masses, u3 aquires a nonvanishing negative value, whih is given
by the solution of a quarti equation and is shown in Fig. 1.
Instead of writing down the exat solution in terms of the formulae of Ludovio Ferrari [17℄
here, we restrit ourselves to displaying it to rst order in c3 ∝ µ for |ǫ| away from 1:
u3 =


− c3|c1| − 2c2 +O(c
2
3
) for |ǫ| > 1,
−
√
1− ǫ2 − ǫ
2
1− ǫ2
c3
4c2
+O(c2
3
) for |ǫ| < 1.
(20)
The breaking of avour SU(2) is in this ase expliit, and in addition to π3 also the harged
pions π1 and π2 are massive.
u0 hanges ontinuously as a funtion of the quark mass and there is no phase transition.
The phase transition, that existed for µ = 0, is washed out for µ 6= 0. The phase diagram is
shown in Fig. 2. Between the seond order endpoints is a line of rst order transitions, where
u3 makes a jump when going from positive to negative values of µ.
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Figure 1: The values of u0 and u3 in the minimum of the potential as a funtion of c1/2|c2| ∝ m˜
for c3 = c2 in the Aoki senario.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram for the Aoki senario.
3 Normal senario
A dierent senario results for c2 < 0. The ase of vanishing µ has been disussed by Sharpe
and Singleton [15℄ too. For µ = 0 the potential has its minimum at u0 = 1 for c1 > 0, i.e. for
positive quark mass, and at u0 = −1 for c1 < 0. At c1 = 0, orresponding to the quark mass
being equal to mc, there is a rst order phase transition, where u0 jumps from +1 to −1. The
hiral ondensate makes a jump of size −4F 2
0
B0. The pion masses are nonzero and are given
by
m2pi =
1
F 20
(|c1|+ 2|c2|). (21)
For µ 6= 0 the minimum of the potential is shifted away from u0 = ±1 by the magneti eld
µ. We have |u0| < 1 and u3 6= 0. The orresponding avour and parity symmetry breaking is
expliit and the pions remain massive.
The values of u0 and u3 are again given by the solution of a quarti equation, and are shown
in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The values of u0 and u3 in the minimum of the potential as a funtion of c1/2|c2| ∝ m˜
for c3 = |c2| in the normal senario.
To rst order in µ we have
u3 = − c3|c1|+ 2|c2| +O(c
2
3
) (22)
|u0| = 1− c
2
3
2(|c1|+ 2|c2|)2 +O(c
3
3
). (23)
At c1 = 0 there is a rst order phase transition, where u0 hanges sign disontinuously, as
indiated in Fig. 4. The value of u3 at the transition is
u3 = − c3
2|c2| . (24)
For inreasing µ the minima of the potential at the transition point c1 = 0 approah eah
other. There is an endpoint of the transition line at
µc =
|c2|
F 20B0
∼ a2 (25)
and the phase diagram looks like it is shown in Fig. 5.
On the phase transition line the neutral pion mass behaves as
m2pi3 =
1
2F 20 |c2|
(4c2
2
− c2
3
) ∼ a2 (26)
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Figure 4: Jump of u0 at the phase transition for the normal senario.
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Figure 5: Phase diagram for the normal senario.
and the same holds for the jump of the ondensate,
∆ < χ¯χ >= −4F 2
0
B0
√√√√1− c
2
3
4c22
= −4F
3
0
B0√
2|c2|
mpi3 , (27)
as displayed in Fig. 6.
The masses of the harged pions are ontinuous aross the rst order line, where they have
their minimum
m2pi1 = m
2
pi2 =
2|c2|
F 20
∼ a2. (28)
4 A new phase
So far we have onsidered the ase of twist masses µ of order a2 with only a linear term in u3 in
the potential. In general, higher terms in the Sharpe-Singleton potential have to be inluded.
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Figure 6: Pion masses and hiral ondensate as a funtion of µ along the phase transition line
in the normal senario.
At the next order additional terms quadrati in ua have to be added:
V = −c1 u0 + c2 u20 + c3 u3 + c4 u23 + c5 u0u3. (29)
What are their possible onsequenes? In the normal senario, c2 < 0, one nds that these
terms do not lead to qualitative hanges of the phase diagram. Only numerial modiations
will our.
On the other hand, in the Aoki ase the new terms an lead to new phases, if the oeient
c4 ∝ µ2 is positive. In this situation a minimum of the potential in the interior of the u0u3 unit
irle will our for suiently large µ. As a onsequene, avour symmetry is broken down
spontaneously to a disrete Z2 by nonvanishing expetation values of u1 or u2. In addition
to the segment of Aoki phase at µ = 0, regions of this new phase in the upper (µ > 0) or
lower (µ < 0) half-planes an form. Inside this phase the pion masses vanish and the quark
ondensate varies ontinuously.
Along the lines of atastrophe theory [18℄, terms in the potential of higher orders than
quadrati do not hange the disussed senarios for small masses qualitatively as long as none
of the quadrati oeients above vanishes aidentally.
5 Disussion and onlusion
As we have seen, there an exist a line of rst order phase transitions in the mqµ plane,
terminating in seond order endpoints. Depending on the sign of the oeient c2, the line is
horizontal or vertial in the plane. Whereas for values of the inverse gauge oupling β < 4.6 the
Aoki senario appears to be realized [19℄, reent Monte Carlo alulations [5℄ at β = 5.2 indiate
the presene of the normal senario. The rst order phase transition line for nonvanishing µ
ours at a twist angle of π/2, where O(a) improvement is predited [3, 4℄. The assoiated two-
phase oexistene and metastability hampers numerial alulations. Nevertheless, interesting
physial observables, like deay onstants and squared masses, are ontinuous aross the phase
transition line and are expeted to be O(a) improved there.
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From the point of view of Monte Carlo alulations it would be desirable to have the phase
transition line as short as possible. There should be a value of β somewhere between 4.6 and
5.2 where µc ∝ c2 vanishes. This point, however, would not be lose enough to the ontinuum
limit. In order to make µc small one ould go nearer to the ontinuum limit at larger values
of β, or try to improve the ation in suh a way that c2 is small. One an searh for suh a
situation on the untwisted axis (µ = 0) by monitoring the minimum of the pion masses and
trying to make it small. The jump of the ondensate is not suitable for the searh, as it is
insensitive to c2.
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